
My Country & My University

Being an OUSSEP student is really fun. It provides an opportunity for international and Japanese 
students in nurturing their friendships and learning di�erent cultures. It really re�ects its aim to make 
Osaka University more global. The events, like the Hiroshima and Miyajima trips, is really bene�cial for 
us, as we get to know our fellow OUSSEP students while at the same time, experience the Japanese 
culture. 　　Justine, Philippines

The Program is well organized and really fun. You are going to meet a lot of amazing people during 
your stay! 　　Philipp, Germany

I chose to study in Japan in order to improve my Japanese. But OUSSEP gave me so much more, like 
a new international family and many Japanese culture experiences. 　　Megan, Australia

OUSSEP helps me to become more �exible and diverse in Japanese culture and other fellow 
exchange students'. It really gives me an opportunity to "Live Locally, Grow Globally!. Thank you so 
much OUSSEP, especially to our adviser, coordinators and sta�. I really enjoy my on (academic) and o� 
(�eld trips, events and activities) campus life and stay here in Japan! Cheers! 　　Gacy, Philippines

OUSSEP is a great program. The support from o�cial side makes it easy to manage life here, and 
with all the internationals, it feels like family. 　　Aline, Germany

To me, the best things about the OUSSEP program are the variety of courses o�ered, the warm 
atmosphere between the students, as well as the friendly sta� and coordinators, who in my experience 
are always quick to help the students with any kind of problem they might have.　 
Ella, Finland

Aside from the interesting courses o�ered, through this program I've got a chance to build very close 
friendships with people from across the world, even from countries that I never really noticed before. I 
am so privileged to be one of the OUSSEP students as well as grateful to be a friend of all my new 
friends' that I made out of this program. 　　Fathia, Indonesia

The OUSSEP program provides multiple opportunities to explore Japan and learn about several 
aspects of the Japanese culture and language.  I have learned so much about myself and people from all 
over the world.  Wherever you go, there is a network of friendly professors, dorm neighbors, classmates, 
and others eager to help you along the way.  I highly recommend coming to Osaka University and 
starting what will surely be the most exciting adventure of your college career! 　　
Hannah, United States

If you want to enjoy the colorful campus life and the 
wonderful trip with friends from all over the world, OUSSEP 
could be your �rst choice! The considerate teachers and the 
friendly tutors will help you to experience a new culture in 
Japan.　　Nancy (Xuenan), China
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